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Details of Visit:

Author: mysteryman30
Location 2: South Kensington
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 12 Sep 2012 11H30
Duration of Visit: 30 mins
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

The very popular HOD, nothing more to add.

The Lady:

Absolutely stunning! Geez that body, with those fantastic tits (fake), those legs, the whole package
was 10/10 - best body I have every laid my hands on.

The Story:

Almost knocking on the wrong door wasn't the best of starts to my latest visit to the glorious HOD.
Not quite sure what kind of reception I would have got but thankfully a quick phone call directed me
to the correct door where I was greeted by the friendly as ever receptionist and led to the bedroom
where I was joined a short while later by the truly spectacular Jade.
By God she is incredible. Dressed in a bikini ensemble that didn't stay on for too long, she was
perfectly made up with a smooth, toned and tanned body with just the best tits I have ever seen.
Probably not to everyone's taste I know but I find fake tits an incredible turn on, and Jade had a
super pair!

After completing the paperwork round 1 started with Jade pulling a chair in front of the mirror so she
could give me a sexy lapdance (my request). Her bikini top was soon removed and after a far too
brief period of OWO (my fault entirely) I came copiously in her mouth. Rather than assuming I was
finished and satisfied Jade soon returned to work on my cock and what followed in the next 15
minutes was the most incredible BJ and earth shattering climax I have every experienced. Watching
Jade in the mirror work her magic on my cock is a sight that will stay with me for a long time, a long
long long time indeed.

Earth moving climax over I somehow managed to dress myself before finding myself out on the
street, on very wobbly legs.

By God she is good.
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Are all Brazilian girls like this??
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